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8. 

How do you help our school be a better place? 

planting more trees 

Pick up litter when needed 

I could help st-patricks by bringing kindness,respect and pease 

I am kind to my friends. 

Being helpful and kind and keeping our energy up  

By making sure everybody feels comfortable. 

To be kind 

I ask others not interrupt me when I’m working.  

I am responsible for taking out our play equipment at playtime and lunchtime. 

By helping people and  
 put the rubbish 

To make everyone one happy to be in our school 

help the eco system in the school 

We can have swings and break more often 

Make lessons more challenging. 

 ECO system to help different creatures and kinds of small or tiny creature to live. 

make lessons extra fun but not easy. 

BY BING nice 

By being nice and being the best that you can be. 

I will get more teachers and add more subjects 

To help my friends when they’re in a hard time in their life 

More trips 

Help your friends when they are in a tough situation  

 

9. 

If you make the wrong choice how is it dealt with? 

Talk with a teacher. 

Getting help 

Thinking time 

The teacher came over and she made us better  

I say sorry. My teacher would tell me how to make the right choice. 

A teacher will talk to me about what has happened. If it was bad I would be given some thinking time. 

You sit in class  

You would get thinking time and make sure you will never do it again 

The teacher says "good try" then helps you do the question.  

The truth 

Really nicely. 

By settling our self down outside? 

with a teacher 

say sorry and never do it agin 

Just don't lie and tell the truth. 

A teacher  or someone big 

To tell the teacher  

Time in  

We have sometime to think 

 

10. 

What strategies do you use if you get angry? 

I calm down by going in and away from other people 



thinking time 

Nothing 

trie to keep it in and close my eyes 

Scream or shout 

Take 5 or 10 deep breaths 

Deep breaths,counting to 10 and back and jogging if I'm outside 

Reading a book :) 

Walk away, tell a teacher, go  inside 

Take a deep breath. 

Mindful colouring  

Drinking water 

Blue tack  

Breath in and breath out. 

Take a deep breath. 

Brevad in and out 

I breathe in and out 

Go to quiet place and talk to your friends or breath in and out. 

Gaming  

Nothing. 

By holding breath for 20s. 

have some thinking time 

breath have 10 minutes to your self  

 

 


